Amazing Alliteration
When a group of words start with the same letter or sound, it is called
alliteration. It makes the writing sound more interesting or funny.
‘Don’t hog the hedge!’ uses alliteration.
Part A
Pick a noun (the name of the habitat) and a verb (doing word) to make each
sentence alliterative (use alliteration). Don’t forget to add the punctuation
mark.
Don’t push me out the pond.
Don’t break the 
Don’t destroy the 
Don’t hurt the 
Don’t

the 

Don’t
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Don’t

the 

Don’t

the 

burrow

kick

kennel

rainforest

spoil

barn

den

sty

bash

hive

wreck

Now, use three of these new habitats and think of a main character who might
live in each one. Remember that the name of the character must be alliterative
too. Here is an example: Bertie the Bunny lives in the burrow.
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Amazing Alliteration
When alliteration is used in a sentence, it can make it funny or tricky to say.
Here is an example: Hattie the home-loving hedgehog happily hogs her hedge.
Part B
Fill in the missing words to finish these sentences and draw a picture to
illustrate each one.

Grab the green

growing on

the

.

Tidy

takes his

his

to

tie.

Jack

over jellies

and jets around

Tim

tricky

gymnastic

jiggling

jumps

time

gravel

tie

jellyfish

grass
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Challenge Task

Open the dictionary and find a verb (doing word): kiss.
Think of a noun (object) that starts with the same sound: kitten.
Think of a person’s name that starts with the same sound: Kim. Write them
in a silly sentence. Put a line under the letters that make it alliterative. Here
is an example:
Kim kisses the kitten.

This time, find a noun (object or animal) in the dictionary. Think of a verb
and a name that start with the same sound and write them in another silly
sentence here:
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Amazing Alliteration Answers
Part A
Pick a noun (the name of the habitat) and a verb (doing word) to make each
sentence alliterative (use alliteration). Don’t forget to add the punctuation
mark.
Don’t push me out the pond.
Don’t break the barn/ burrow!
Don’t destroy the den!
Don’t hurt the hive!
Don’t spoil the sty!
Don’t kick the kennel!
Don’t bash the burrow/barn!
Don’t wreck the rainforest!
Answers will vary but must include a name and an animal that start with the
same letter or sound, e.g. Derek the Dingo lives in the den; Pedro the Penguin
lives in the pond.
Part B
Grab the green grass growing on the gravel.
Tidy Tim takes his time to tie his tricky tie.
Gymnastic Jack jumps over jellies and jets around jiggling jellyfish.
Challenge
Answers will vary but must include a verb, name and noun e.g. William watches
the windmill.
Yolanda yanks the yo-yo.
Freddie flips the fish fingers.
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